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Abstract—This paper proposes a Domain Name System (DNS)
Name Autoconfiguration called DNSNAv4 for Internet-of-Things
(IoT) Devices in Internet Protocol (IP) version 4 (IPv4). The
manual configuration of domain names of devices might be a
cumbersome burden for users as the number of devices increases.
A legacy scheme called DNS Name Autoconfiguration (DNSNA)
for IPv6 networks can be used to register DNS names of IPv6
IoT devices automatically into a DNS system. However, the legacy
scheme called DNSNA is not applicable in the current networks
because most of networks in the Internet are mostly set up for
IPv4. In this paper, we propose DNSNAv4 to support suitable
functionality to let the legacy scheme of DNSNA provide DNS
naming services to IoT devices in the IPv4 environment. In
DNSNAv4, an IoT device can register devices by interacting with
a dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) server so that the
devices can register their DNS names and the corresponding IPv4
addresses into a DNS server through a DHCP server. Therefore,
with the standard protocol of DHCP, DNSNAv4 can provide users
with easy DNS name autoconfiguration of their IoT devices in the
IPv4 environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical

devices, vehicles, building systems, and various embedded

devices with electronics, software, sensors, and actuators that

enable these objects to collect and exchange data. Recently, the

IoT has become one of the hottest research fields. According

to Gartner, the number of IoT devices is expected to increase

by almost 26 billion units by 2020 [1]. By a large number of

devices, it is inefficient to manually configure their domain

names in the Domain Name System (DNS), which allows

DNS servers to translate between domain names and Internet

Protocol (IP) addresses.

Lee et al. proposed a DNS Name Autoconfiguration

(DNSNA) scheme for IoT devices [2]. Based on this, DNSNA

has been designed to provide all kinds of IoT devices with an

efficient DNS naming service. However, the current internet

are mostly set up for IPv4 networks. To switch internet from

IPv4 to IPv6, it takes a lot of cost such as money and time

something like that. Clearly, we should use IPv6 networks

lines in the future but it cannot right now. Sure, we can use

IPv6 network in the IPv4 network environment through such as

tunneling and address translation. But it is inefficient method

because a technology to link IPv4 and IPv6 has more overhead

better than the internet operates as pure IPv6 networks. That is

why DNSNA is difficult to be applied to the currently network

system. Therefore, we need a new scheme of DNSNA for IPv4

network environment. This paper proposes a DNSNA version

4 (DNSNAv4) for IoT devices in IPv4 network environment.

For the applicability in the current network system, we use a

standard protocol which is Dynamic Host Configuration Proto-

col (DHCP) version 4 (DHCPv4) [3]. The idea of DNSNAv4

is to use the existing protocols and techniques of DHCPv4 [3].

An IoT device requests an IP address to a DHCPv4 server.

When the DHCPv4 server receives the the message of request,

the DHCPv4 server replies to the request with an IPv4 address

and DNS search list (DNSSL) [4]. If an IoT device receives

the DNSSL, the IoT device generates its own DNS name with

DNSSL and its device information. After the own DNS name

generation, the IoT device requests the registration of its DNS

name and corresponding IPv4 address to the DHCPv4 server.

The DHCPv4 server updates the information of DHCPv4 client

that is the IoT device when the DHCPv4 server receives the

request message from the DHCP client. Before the update, the

DHCPv4 server checks if the message is valid or not. If the

message is valid, the DHCPv4 server updates the information

of the IoT device that includes its the IPv4 address and the

corresponding DNS name. The contributions of this paper are

as follows:

• First, we suggest the requirements of the efficient DNS

naming services for managing IoT devices efficiently in

the IPv4 network environment.

• Second, we propose an architecture of DNSNAv4 for the

efficient DNS naming services of IoT devices in the IPv4

network environment.

• Third, we augment the existing DHCP so that it may not

require the significant changes of the DHCP in current

network environment.

• Fourth, we provide a DNS name conflict resolution pro-

cedure for the DHCP as an extension.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

summarizes related work for IoT DNS naming. Section III

describes the design and protocol of our DNSNAv4. Section IV

explains an experiment in our testbed. In Section V, we

conclude this paper along with future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The IoT has been realized and will be popularly used for

a variety of Internet services. The number of IoT devices in

use has been increasing steadily. The naming system is an

essential element to identify each IoT device in any network

where several devices have the same manufacturer and device

type. IoT devices have numerous connections between other
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devices. In this environment, in order to create a variety of

applications and services, security is an important factor.

The oneM2M technical specifications for a common M2M

service layer along with an M2M device identification scheme

standardized an object identifier (OID) [5] and suggested

globally unique IDs for use in oneM2M. An M2M node ID

consists of a higher arc (M2M node indication ID) and a

sequence of four lower arcs (manufacturer ID, model ID, serial

ID, and expanded ID), and the arcs are placeholders for the

device’s identification and description in the hierarchal tree

of globally unique IDs. The M2M node indication ID (the

higher arc) represents a globally unique identifier for the M2M

node. The higher arc can be composed of several sub-arcs,

which are variable. The higher arc is assigned and managed

by International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication

Standardization Sector (ITU-T) and International Organization

for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission

(ISO/IEC).

Bonjour [6] is Apple’s implementation of zeroconfiguration

networking to support DNS naming and service discovery.

Bonjour can support the search and registration of apple

devices in order to announce the services of an Apple device.

Bonjour is based on mDNS [7] which is used by every device

as both a DNS resolver and a DNS server. mDNS is used

as a carrier protocol for DNS based service discovery and

no authoritative DNS server is not used for name resolution.

mDNS uses multicast for name resolution in a local network,

however, it is not suitable to a multi-link network because of

many traffic. mDNS is a privacy issue because it supports a

naming without the security key. DNS based service discovery

protocol (DNS-SD) [8] is used to perform service discovery

by Bonjour software. DNS-SD can provide a list of service

devices and port numbers for hosts.

Lee et al. proposed a DNS Name Autoconfiguration

(DNSNA) scheme for IoT devices [2]. Based on this, DNSNA

has been designed to provide all kinds of IoT devices with

an efficient DNS naming service. DNSNA [2] was designed to

operate in a variety of IoT environments having various sensors

ranging from low capacity to high capacity. It consists of the

following four steps. The first step is DNS name generation.

The second is DNS name collection. The third is DNS name

registration. The fourth is IoT device list retrieval. DNSNA

uses either the router advertisement (RA) DNS option [4]

over IPv6 neighbor discovery (ND) [9] or the DNS option

over DHCP version 6 (DHCPv6) [10]. Once it obtains a

DNSSL [4], the target network device autonomously constructs

its DNS name using the DNSSL and its device information,

and then registers its DNS name into a DNS server via a

router in the same subnet. An IoT device generates a DNS

name from the DNSSL in the DNS option(s). The IoT device

checks the uniqueness of the the generated DNS name by

performing duplicate address detection (DAD) for its IPv6

address corresponding to the DNS name in the subnet where

it exists. If there is no reply for this DAD, the IoT device

regards the DNS name as unique such that the other nodes

in the subnet do not use the DNS name, so it configures the

DNS name as its own. Otherwise, it repeats the generation of

another DNS name and the execution of the DAD until the

request for the DAD is not responded by any other node. A

router sends node information (NI) query to collect the pair

of the DNS name and the corresponding IPv6 address of each

IoT device. The router checks if the collected DNS names

of the IoT devices are registered in the DNS server. But, as

mentioned in the previous section, DNSNA is not applicable

the current network lines because of current many physical

network lines are set up for IPv4 networks. For apply current

network system, we need to a new scheme of DNSNA in the

IPv4 network environment.

III. PROPOSED DNSNAV4

This paper is the another version of DNSNA in [2]. Fig. 1

shows a system configuration for DNSNAv4. To explain the

process of DNSNAv4, a mobile device, an IoT device, a router,

and a DNS server are organized as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A System Configuration for DNSNAv4

Since the latest routers also function as DHCPv4 servers, we

assume that all routers and DHCPv4 servers used in this paper

are the same equipment. First, an IoT device requests an IPv4

address to the DHCPv4 server in the subnet. The DHCPv4

server sends information with an IPv4 address and through a

DNSSL option of DHCP which is DNS suffix information(e.g.,

.home) [3] [4]. The IoT device generates a DNS name for DNS

service when the IoT device receives the reply message, if it

is valid. After the IoT device generates the its DNS name,

IoT device sends a request message to register the its DNS

name. Then, the DHCPv4 server checks the DNS name if it

is valid or not, when the DHCPv4 server receives a request

message about to register. If the message is valid, DHCPv4

server updates the corresponding DNS name through DHCP

[3]. Finally all configuration done, a user can get a DNS

name list and remote-control IoT devices through own mobile

device(e.g., smartphone, table PC). But, if the message is not

valid or the DNS name is duplicate, DHCP does not specifically

provide resolution about this problem [11] [12] [13]. Therefore,

we need a new DHCP option because the goal of our scheme is

to provide autoconfiguration with minimize user interaction. So

about this issue, this paper is written about that in Section III-D
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A. DNS Naming Service

The ultimate goal of DNSNA scheme is to support an IoT

DNS naming service that is convenient for users, allowing them

to easily distinguish the DNS names of their IoT devices for

monitoring and remote-control in their local network or across

the Internet [2]. To provide this service, either text-based or

graphic-based display can be used. Text-based display shows

the list of IoT devices registered into the DNS server, and

the user can see the detailed device information by clicking a

device listed on the display [2]. The device information can

be registered into a service resource record in a DNS zone

file for a service. The service name along with the device

information rather than the service resource record itself is

shown because the user does not need to see the detailed,

intricate service resource. Graphic-based display is used for

searching and identifying IoT devices in a user-friendly way.

For example, if there are two air conditioners in a user’s home,

the name of the air conditioners may be identical or similar to

each other. Instead of differentiating them with distinct IPv4

addresses, graphic-based display can differentiate the DNS

names of the air conditioners them with different locations

(e.g., bedroom and living room).

B. DNS Name Format

The proposed DNS name format uses a more hierarchical

structure using OIDs as an IoT naming service, which is

defined in DNSNA [2]. We can apply an oneM2M OID [5] as

part of the DNS name format for an IoT device on the Internet.

ITU-T and ISO/IEC developed OIDs to assign a globally

unique ID to an M2M node. The information contained in the

DNS name format in Fig. 2 is described below:

Fig. 2. DNS Name Format Using Object Identifier

• unique id is an identifier that guarantees the uniqueness

of the DNS name in ASCII characters. The identifier can

be a sequence number or alphanumeric with readability,

such as a product name. For example, a unique id for a

TV could be TV1.

• object identifier is a composite ID that consists of an

M2M node indication ID (such as the concatenation of

the managing organization, administration, data country

code, and M2M node), manufacturer ID, model ID, and

serial number ID. For example, 0.2.481.1.100.3030.10011

is an OID [5] where 0 is the managing organization ITU-

T, 2 is the administration, 481 is the data country code for

Korea 1 is an M2M node, 100 is the node manufacturer,

3030 is the node model, and 10011 is the node serial

number.

• location is a device’s physical location, including the

macro location (e.g., living room in an apartment) and

micro location (e.g., the center, left-bottom wall, or right-

upper corner of the living room), as well as a concatena-

tion of micro and macro locations.

• domain name is a DNS domain name (e.g., skku.edu

or home) encoded according to the specification of the

representation and domain name use [10].

If the DNS name of an IoT device includes the location

information, users can easily identify the physical location of

each device. We can consider the physical location in macro

and micro terms. If macro location information (such as living

room, kitchen, or bedroom in an apartment) is available to an

IoT device, a keyword for that location can be used in the

DNS name as a subdomain name, such as living room. The

physical location of each device is defined as a macro location

for DNS naming. Using the micro location, an IoT device can

be located in the center, wall, or corner of the room specified by

the macro location. For example, suppose that a robot cleaner is

in the right upper corner of a living room. If the DNS name for

the cleaning robot contains the right-upper corner of the living

room, a home resident can find it easily. In this paper, we have

specified such a detailed location for an IoT device as a micro

location subdomain name, such as “right upper corner.”.

C. Procedure for DNSNAv4

This section explains the procedure for our DNS name

autoconfiguration scheme, called DNSNAv4. DNSNAv4 is

divided into four steps: IoT device DNS name generation, DNS

name registration-1, DNS name registration-2, and DNS name

retrieval. After these four steps, the DNS name of an IPv4 node

(i.e., host) is generated according to the type of the IPv4 node

(e.g., mobile device or static device) along with its location.

Fig. 3. Sequence Diagram for DNSNAv4

Fig. 3 shows a sequence diagram for DNSNAv4. The differ-

ent point of previously DNSNA [2], the router does not require

the reply. Because in the IPv4 network case, if an IPv4 node is

connected to IPv4 network, an IPv4 node Although not shown

in Fig. 3, it is started that an IoT device requests an IPv4

address to a DHCPv4 server. Then, the DHCPv4 server sends

a message which are an IPv4 address and DHCP DNS suffix

option. For the IoT device name generation, the IoT device

gets information which are a DHCP DNS suffix information
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from the DHCPv4 server and own device information such as

previous mentioned OID, unique id something like that. The

IoT device generates own DNS name with these information.

Second, the DNS name is registered DNS names of IoT

devices via a DHCPv4 server after the step of the DNS name

generation. An IoT device with the generated the DNS name

requests to register the IPv4 address and the corresponding

DNS name to the DHCPv4 server in subnet.

Third, the DHCPv4 server checks this request if it is valid

or not. If the request message is valid, the DHCPv4 server

updates the DNS name with the corresponding IPv4 address

to an authoritative DNS server that may hold the DNS name

of each host. Otherwise, if the request message is not valid,

the DHCPv4 server replies an error message to the IPv4 node.

After the IoT device receives this error message, the IoT device

regenerates own DNS name and requests the DHCPv4 server to

register again. It performs for the new DNS name and repeats

this process until it has verified the uniqueness of the generated

DNS name.

Fourth, DNS name retrieval is the process to retrieve domain

names to represent them on a user application. The authori-

tative DNS server maintains the DNS information about IoT

devices in a zone file. After the DNS name registration, a user’s

smart device (e.g., smartphone, tablet PC) can retrieve the list

of IoT devices from the authoritative DNS server and identify

them with either text-based or graphic-based user interfaces.

With these interfaces, users can easily monitor and remote-

control IoT devices in the target network.

D. DNS Name Confilct

In provided our scenario, we can consider the problem about

the DNS name conflict. The main contribution of this paper

is the resolution of a DNS name confilct. In [3] [11] [12]

[13], those do not provide the exactly resolution. Actually in

[13], there mentioned this problem of a DNS name confilct and

offered some resolution. However, it cannot be solved with a

some degree of resolution. The ultimate goal of our DNSNA

scheme is to provide that each IoT device can autoconfiguration

with minimize human interaction. So, we need a clearly DNS

name resolution for IoT devices in the IPv4 network because of

the case of a large number of IoT device almost does not have

input devices. This section covers the following two issues for

our scheme in the IPv4 network environment:

First, in the case of invalid a DNS register message, it is

happened when an IoT device requests to register own the

DNS name and the corresponding DNS name to a DHCPv4

server. If the DHCPv4 server receives the request message

but it is not valid, the DHCPv4 server is divided into two

behaviors by the type of a message. In the type of a message is

different, the DHCPv4 server ignores this message. In the type

of a message is correct, the DHCPv4 server replies an error

message with the corresponding error code to the IPv4 node.

After the IPv4 node receives this error message, the IPv4 node

regenerates the request message and transmits the DHCPv4

server again. This process can be done up to three times, if it

is failed again. If the number is exceeded, the DHCPv4 server

should be ignored the request message from the corresponding

IPv4 address. The reason why has limitation three times is a

service resource issue. If a malicious device sends a request

message continually, the DHCPv4 server will be overloaded

by the attacker. That is why has limitation the three times.

Second, in the case of a DNS name duplication, similarly

as mentioned previously it is happened when an IoT device

requests to register own the DNS name and the corresponding

DNS name to a DHCPv4 server. If the DHCPv4 server receives

the request message but the DNS name is duplicate, the

DHCPv4 server replies the other error message to the IPv4

node. After the IPv4 node receives this error message, the IPv4

node regenerates own DNS name and requests the DHCPv4

server to register again. An IoT device, which is the IPv4 node,

requests to register the IPv4 address and the corresponding

regenerated DNS name to the DHCPv4 server. It performs for

the new DNS name and repeats this process until it has verified

the uniqueness of the generated DNS name.

IV. EXPERIMENT IN TESTBED

We implemented DNSNAv4 to prove the concept of

DNSNAv4 for DNS name services in a smart-home IoT

environment. We used a Raspberry Pi as an IoT device in

our DNSNAv4 testbed, a desktop PC as an authoritative DNS

server, and a desktop PC as an DHCP server.

Fig. 4. Reception of an IPv4 Address and DNSSL at an IoT Device

Fig. 5. Reception of an IoT Device’s DNS Name Registration at a DHCP
Server

Fig. 4 shows the screen of the IoT device. The IoT device

requests an IPv4 address and DNSSL to a DHCP server, then

the DHCP server replies to the request with the corresponding

information (i.e., IPv4 address and DNSSL). The IoT device

generates own its DNS name when the IoT device receives this
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Fig. 6. DNS Dynamic Update

information. After generating its DNS name, the IoT device

requests the registration of its own DNS name through a DHCP

server. As shown in Fig. 4, the red marks are the IPv4 address

and DNSSL which are received from the DHCP server.

Fig. 5 shows the screen of the DHCP server. The DHCP

server receives a message to register a DNS name from an IoT

device. The DHCP server checks the uniqueness of the DNS

name with its local storage, that is, whether it is duplicate or

not. If the DNS name is not duplicate, the DHCP server saves

this DNS name in its local storage. This information, which

is saved in the local storage, is updated periodically for the

registration of DNS names. As shown in Fig. 5, the red mark

is the message that the DHCP server receives from an IoT

device to register the DNS name of the IoT device.

Fig. 6 shows the DNS dynamic update [14] for registering

the DNS name and IPv4 address of the IoT device into an

authoritative DNS server. We use the Berkeley Internet Name

Domain (BIND) software package as the authoritative DNS

server for DNS services. The DHCP server checks the exis-

tence of the global DNS name of the Raspberry Pi by sending

a DNS name query to the DNS server. If no corresponding

IPv4 address for the queried DNS name is returned from the

DNS server, this means that no other IPv4 node is using

that DNS name. In that case, the DHCP server registers the

DNS information (i.e., DNS name and IPv4 address) of the

Raspberry Pi into the DNS server. Otherwise, the DHCP server

cannot register the DNS information, so it needs to notify the

corresponding IoT device of the duplicated DNS name, letting

the IoT device generate a new DNS name and try again to

register it into the DNS server via the DHCP server.

Note that our DNSNAv4 allows for a partial deployment

in that only IPv4 hosts understanding the DNSNAv4 protocol

can join our DNSNAv4 service. Thus, DNSNAv4-aware IoT

devices can coexist with DNSNAv4-unaware IoT devices in

the Internet.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a DNS Name Autoconfigura-

tion (DNSNAv4) for DNS naming services in Internet of

Things (IoT) devices in IPv4 network environments. DNSNAv4

aims at providing an efficient DNS name autoconfiguration

service for IoT devices with minimum human intervention.

For the easy implementation of DNS name autoconfiguration,

DNSNAv4 uses the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

(DHCP) that is a standard protocol for the network parameter

autoconfiguration, such as IP address allocation, recursive

DNS server addresses, and DNS suffix domain names. Thus,

with DNSNAv4, users can easily perform the DNS name

registration of their IoT devices. We believe that our DNSNAv4

is a promising approach for the convenient IoT DNS naming

services in the IPv4 network environments. As future work,

we will research on the extension of the DHCP for service

discovery in DNSNAv4. We will also consider the security

issues of DNSNAv4.
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